VIGOT Industrietechnik
Proximity to the customer through continuity & expansion

VIGOT makes connections: more than 150 years after the company
based in Bremen was founded, its motto and value proposition are
more timely than ever. Especially since the proven MAXIMALL®
hose system has recently been expanded into industry-specific
ranges. The head office in Bremen was considerably expanded in
2017. With operating establishments in Mainz (Rhine-Main) and now
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also in Mülheim/Ruhr (Rhine-Ruhr), VIGOT has strengthened its
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presence across Germany.
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VIGOT is part of the SCHAUENBURG INTERNATIONAL group of
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companies and one of the leading assemblers and manufacturers of
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ready to install hoses in Germany. All innovations and changes
notwithstanding, the company naturally remains committed to the
uncompromising quality that has always defined VIGOT.
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This is also reflected by the fact that VIGOT is approved by various
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classification organisations as an authorised assembler of individual
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products and holds all relevant certificates. Quality assurance is
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comprehensive and consistent.
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VIGOT is blazing new trails in the development of industry-specific
hose systems with the MAXIMALL® brand. Segmentation within the
brand allows the company to offer complete solutions from one
source for various industries, effectively boosting the economic
efficiency of the industry partners. Currently the brand includes
hose systems in four segments: MAXIMALL® wind power for power
engineering, the MAXIMALL® cooling water hose for metallurgy, the
proven MAXIMALL® F88 fire protection hose for railway engineering
and the hidden champion MAXIMALL® S 2000 for defence
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technology. The market-driven and technically mature systems are
convincing from an economical, ecological and safety engineering
perspective. Industry-specific brand-name solutions for additional
segments will be added over time.
Service has recently been selectively optimised. This is not only
reflected in the expanded fleet for mobile hose inspection on site.
The introduction of the e-catalogue on the Internet, the digital
hose register for the documentation of inspection results and the
relaunch of the ERP system also express a company philosophy that
makes customer proximity – experienced in practice – the highest
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priority, also and especially in view of the industry’s digital
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transformation.
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Innovative product development, industry-specific solutions, an
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extended range of services and an expanded local presence: those
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are the key elements of an integrated expansion strategy that
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benefits customers in various industrial sectors directly. They
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include customers in the automotive, railway engineering,
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shipbuilding, aviation and aerospace, chemicals, and food industry
as well as those in the steel industry and defence technology.
VIGOT works closely with other companies in the SCHAUENBURG
INTERNATIONAL group. Synergies are actively utilised in the
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interest of customers.
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Customer proximity through expansion and continuity: VIGOT is
accompanying its industry partners on the way into the 21st
century.
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